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Short Description

High-speed tactile switches for feedback you can feel. With this high-performance gaming keyboard, you can
make the right moves with faster, flawless, precision. Mechanical keys with high-speed “clicky” tactile
feedback help you enter commands more rapidly so you can stay on top of your games.

Description

High-speed tactile switches for feedback you can feel. With this high-performance gaming keyboard, you can
make the right moves with faster, flawless, precision. Mechanical keys with high-speed “clicky” tactile
feedback help you enter commands more rapidly so you can stay on top of your games.

Features
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Cherry MX Blue high-speed mechanical keys
Gaming-grade responsiveness and “clicky” tactile feedback superior to rubber-domed keys
Designed for faster response rates with less force
Optimized for rapid command entry with an actuation force and distance of 45 g and 4 mm,
respectively

Adjustable dual-zone backlighting
Set entire keyboard at any of four brightness levels, plus “Off”, to easily locate any key—even in
low light
Adjust WASD and arrow key brightness independently from the rest of the keyboard so you don’t
lose precious seconds hunting for them instead of your opponent

6 programmable G-keys1

Three macros per G-Key—configure up to 18 unique functions per game
Trigger precisely-timed moves at just the right moment—single keypresses, complex macros or
intricate LUA scripts
Create new macros on the fly without exiting the game

High-performance gaming keys
All 110 are calibrated to prevent anti-ghosting—press and hold multiple keys simultaneously
without fear of missing or unexpected keypresses
26 key rollover—press almost any number of keys plus modifier keys (Control, Alt, Shift) in any
order and get exactly what you entered
Durable, long-life performance tested to 50 million keypresses 

Instant media access
Convenient one-touch media keys are right at your fingertips for immediate control of volume,
mute, media playback
Game/Desktop mode lets you quickly disable the Windows/Context Menu keys—no accidental
interruptions when you play

Connectivity plus comfort
Removable palm rest—extra support when you need it, detaches when you don’t
Built-in high-speed USB pass-through—quickly plug in your mouse, headset or other USB device
without searching for your computer’s USB port

Specifications

Brand
Logitech

Name
G710

Model
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920-006519

Details
Mouse Included

No

Keyboard
Keyboard Interface

USB

Design Style
Gaming

Palm Rest
Detachable

Mechanical Keyboard
Yes

Key Switch Type
Blue Cherry MX

Keyboard Color
Black

Type
Wired

OS / System Requirement
Operating System Supported

Windows 8, Windows 7, or Windows Vista

System Requirement
Two USB ports
70 MB of available hard disk space
Internet connection for optional software download

Package Contents
Package Contents

Keyboard
Palm rest
User documentation
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Additional Information

Brand Logitech

SKU 920-006519

Weight 4.5000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Keyboard Style Non-illuminated

Keyboard Switch Type Mechanical

Switch Type Blue

Vendor SKU/EAN 0097855108821

Special Price $116.96


